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Why Characters Exist

Try to think of a story 
without characters

Most narratives involve 
sequences of events 
that happen to someone

No characters means 
no dialogue, no point of 
view, and no frame of 
reference for events
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Why Character Design Matters

Think of your favorite 
animation

What made it so enjoyable?

The quality of the 
characters can make or 
break an animation
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The Audience Will Want To Know...

Who?

What?

When and Where?

Why?

How?
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Who is this character?

Establish a basic identity

Protagonist, antagonist, 
parallel, foil?

The story you want to 
tell determines what 
character(s) you require?
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What does the character look like?

The character’s 
outward appearance

Person, Animal, talking 
toaster, sentient 
planet? 

Appearance often gives 
the first impression of a 
character

Think of the visual 
messages you want to 
convey
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When and where does it exist?

Story setting can be a 
major factor

Elements such as time 
period, geography, or 
visual style can affect 
the character’s traits

The character can fit 
in, or it can be a “fish 
out of water”
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Why does it act this way?

The most important part 
of character design

Construct your 
character’s personality, 
hopes, dreams, desires, 
strengths, weaknesses, 
quirks, flaws, etc.

These are the character’s 
motivations, affecting 
responses to events and 
other characters
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How does it treat others?

Vital in stories with 
multiple characters

Relationships can 
highlight character 
traits

how would they react to 
each other?

how these change over 
time can be the story’s 
main component!

Neutral Relationship

Good Relations

Bad Relations
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Capture The Character In Action

A great brainstorming 
tool

The more you draw your 
character, the easier it 
is to define the 
character’s internal 
aspects

Also allows you to 
refine the character’s 
appearance
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Don’t forget to have fun!

The design stage is your 
chance to experiment!

Don’t be afraid to try 
many different 
approaches to a 
character

Even rejects offer 
valuable information
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The Characters of
“Rumble In The Roses”
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The Story

A petty dispute over a rose leads to catastrophic 
results

The Resulting Requirements:

A gardener intent on keeping the rose in tip-top condition

Someone intent on wilting the rose, and having it stay 
that way

The hideous result of the struggle between the 
aforementioned characters
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Nanovie

The little caretaker of 
the rosebush

Visually speaking, not 
your average angel...

A symbol of life-giving: 
nurturing, sweet, 
cheerful, persistent
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Initial Design
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The Redesign

More expressive eyes

Rounder fingers and 
toes

Less horn-like 
“ears”

Eventually 
reverted back to 
two toes
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The Final Result
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Micromort

A short grim reaper who 
lets nothing get in the 
way of business

Also proof that 
inspiration can come 
from the strangest 
places...

Embodying death: quiet, 
stern, dark, determined
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Initial Design
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The Redesign

Wider skull to 
accentuate short, 
squat look

More yellowish bone

Scythe spiral 
eventually made to 
curl upwards
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The Final Result
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The Zombie Rose

By their powers combined, 
it’s an abomination!

Implies the powers of life 
and death were not meant 
to clash

When you think “Zombie”: 
decaying, unnatural, driven 
by hunger, aggressive
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Initial Design
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The Redesign

Less green, more 
brown

More ragged-
looking blossom

The whole rosebush 
is decayed

Brownish teeth to 
better match the 
look
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Alternate Approach
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The Final Result
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Questions?
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